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LEARNING ACTIVITIES CLASS: SAPPHIRE  
 

SUBJECT: Mathematics 

1. Find the sum of 394 and 677 using expansion method. 

 

 

2. Convert 345 kobo to naira. 

 

 

3. If Jack was 4 years older he would be the same age as Jill, Jill is 13.How old is 
Jack?_________________ 
 

4. What are the first six(6) multiples of 5.___________________________ 
 

5. Write one thousand, one hundred and two in figures._________________________ 
 
 

6. Find three(3) other equivalent fraction of  3
2  

 

7. There are 51 children altogether in classes 1 and 2.If there are 26 in class 1, how many 
are there in class 2? 
 

 

8. What number is five tens and a two? _____________________________ 
 

9. Convert N5.48 to kobo. 

 

10.Find   of 20.4
3  
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11.100 less than 452 is?  

 

12. How many times can I take 6 from 18 ? _________________________ 

13. Circle the numbers which are multiples of 10.  

50   22   90   36    58   70   45 

 

14. How many 7s are there in 63? _____________________________ 

 

      15. Circle the odd numbers. 46  49  55  58   62   74   80 

 

      16. Write in words 958. ____________________________________________________ 

 

       17. Add together 487 and 308 then subtract 545 from your answer. How  many do you 

            have now? 

 

 

      18. Subtract 421 from 822 using expansion method. 

 

 

      19. Find the factors of 24. 

 

 

20. My dog eats 4 biscuits a day. How long will a packet of 44 biscuit last 
him.___________________________ 

  

 



English Language 

Read the description of this setting, then answer the questions correctly.  
As night fell, it began to rain. People hurried home, leaving the dark street empty. 

A broken street lamp came on, flickered, and went off again. Fairy lights glowed warmly in a 
shop window and left streaky reflections on the shiny wet pavements. Above, dark clouds hid 
the moon and stars from view. 

In the distance, a train rattled past. Looking for shelter, a stray cat crept down an alleyway. 
Rain drummed on the street and trickled in little rivers towards the drains. 

1. What time of day is described?________________________________ 

2. List two types of light that can be seen by people in the description 
i________________ii________________ 

3. Why does the streetlamp go off? ____________________________________________ 

4. What is the stray cat looking for? ______________________________________________ 

5. What is hiding the moon and stars from view?___________________________________ 

Underline the collective noun in each sentence.  

 6. A flock of seagulls flew out to sea. 

7. They ran from the swarm of bees. 

Write the best question word to complete each sentences 

8. ___________ is your favorite teacher? 

9.___________ will tea be ready? 

Underline the verb in each sentence. 

10 .Marco loves pizza. 

11. Chisom won the art competition. 

Read these sentences carefully and underline present perfect tense. 

12. A thief has stolen Mr. Bello’s car. 

13. The head teacher has forgotten your name. 

14. The villagers have taken the thieves to the police station. 

15. Write two words that end with ´le. 

 i___________ ii ___________ 



Add a suitable adjective to complete each sentence using the words in brackets. 

16. Her marks are _________than mine.(higher, highest) 

17. Miguel is the _________ in the family. (tallest, tall,) 

18. This is the ____________ dress I have bought. (expensive, most expensive) 

Fill in the blanks with the simple future tense of the verbs given in the brackets. 

19. Hurry up! The bus _________soon. (come) 

20. I ________ the food for the picnic tomorrow. (bring) 

 

General  Subject:  

Home Economics 

1. What is a balanced diet? 
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

2. State two reasons for wearing clothes 
 i _____________________________________  
ii ________________________________________ 
 

3. Draw and name two types of foot wears. 

 

 

 

 

4. What is personal hygiene?_______________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Basic Science 
5. Define water.__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. State three difference between good and bad water. 
 

water water 

 
7. What is temperature? 

_______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ 
 

8. Draw a clinical thermometer. 

 

 

 

 
 
Social Studies 

9. Define illness. 
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________ 
 

10.Mention three common illnesses in our community. 
 i ______________________________ 
ii ______________________________  
iii_______________________________ 
 

11. List two marriage practices in Nigeria.  
i___________________________       ii _________________________ 

12.State two ways of helping someone who has abused drugs. 
i_________________________________ ii ___________________________________ 

 



 
Physical and Health Education 

13.What is physical fitness? 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

14.Mention two types of jump. i ________________________ ii ___________________ 
 

15.List three ball sports. i ______________ ii ________________ ii __________________ 
 

16.Draw a football. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Christian Religious Knowledge 

17.Define the term “Bread of life”. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

18.Explain the meaning of Christians as light of the world. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

19.What is suffering?______________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

20.Mention three people who suffered in the Bible. i ________________ ii 
_________________ iii ______________________ 

 

 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

1. Draw and label part of the keyboard 
2. Draw the mouse  

 

Project work 

Instruction: Draw a tree, color it and label the parts of the tree, on a cardboard paper. 

 


